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Vintage 2018 

 
 

The year started with a long, cool, sufficiently humid winter period. Nature “exploded” 

in April then, when spring came fast. Summerlike temperatures in the following months, 

with just a few shorter “breaks” of more moderate temperatures, already caused an ear-

ly flowering.  The long, very warm summer speeded the ripening further up. A record-

early start of harvest in September was the consequence.  

A beautiful range of all Prädikate from Kabinett to TBA was picked during the follow-

ing weeks at fortunate weather conditions.  

Despite the fact that 2018 was a very warm year, the wines are not overly rich but have 

kept a beautiful freshness and balance. 

 

The year 2018 started with a very mild and humid January: The statistics show only 2 frost 

days, very few sunshine and more than double of the average amount of rain. February, then, 

was the complete opposite: A very cold month with 23 frost days, reaching more than -10°C, 

very little rain and lots of sunshine were stated. March brought back “normality” with average 

temperatures, rain and sunshine. 

Spring arrived quickly in April. Summerlike temperatures up to around 25°C caused a quick 

budbreak in mid April. A cooler, humid period in early May slowed down the growth again 

for a short period before temperatures went up again quickly in the second week of May. 

Overall, this month was very warm and brought around average humidity. Flowering took 

place in late May – around 3 weeks earlier than average. Though June was not very sunny, 

ripening continued rather fast at overall warm temperatures. 
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Vintage 2018 (continued) 

 

A dry, sunny and hot July and August speeded up the further ripening. 

September was very sunny again, though max. temperatures were not reaching as high levels 

and the average temperature of the month was not as extremely high. 

We started harvest on 19
th

 September – the earliest ever! Weather conditions during the har-

vest, through October, were very sunny and dry.  

All Prädikate could be produced – from Kabinett, picked in the very early phase, through no-

ble rot selections for the Goldcaps, BA and TBA, made through the whole harvest, this vin-

tage allowed us to produce a wide range of wines from our four vineyards Bernkasteler 

Badstube, Graacher Himmelreich, Wehlener Sonnenuhr and Zeltinger Sonnenuhr. 

Though 2018 was a very sunny, warm year, the wines impress by their beautiful balance and 

freshness and are not as opulent as one might expect as a consequence of the long, warm 

summer. Also, the vineyard characteristics are expressed remarkably. 2018 is a vintage that 

pleases already in this young stage, but will surely refine in the years to come. 


